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Quickly Understand Cap and Trade Through Infographics

Home Energy Monitor Overview
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June 30th 2011

New TV Standards Help Save Energy
Impacts From Non-Renewable Energy

If you have ever scratched your head trying to understand w hat a cap and trade
system w ould look like in the real w orld, then you’ll appreciate this new set of infographics
about Cap & Trade by W ellhome.
Here are some of the basic points made about cap and trade:
Limits (or caps) are set on the total emissions permitted w ithin a given time period
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Limits may or may not become more limited over
time
Caps usually apply to industry and the oil and
gas sectors, producers of polluting substances,
distributors w hose consumption generates
emissions, as w ell as states or nations
Allow ances are distributed giving entities the
right to emit certain amounts of greenhouse gas
emissions
Emissions are monitored and penalties enforced
if emissions exceed the set limits
Entities can either use up their allow ances or
trade them w ith another company that needs more
The price for trading or selling allow ances is set by the market
The system w orks because of financial incentives to regulate polluting emissions
As you can see, in some w ays a cap and trade system is just a much more elaborate carbon
offsetting scheme set up by government for curbing emissions by industries and utilities.
But not everyone is in favor of cap and trade. If you’d like another, more critical, but equally
visual explanation of how cap and trade w orks, check out The Story of Cap and Trade,
another helpful Annie Leonard presentation explaining the ins and outs of trading carbon
and how the system may not be all that it is cracked up to be. Also check out our cap and
trade definition to learn more about the pros and cons.
You decide w here you stand on the issue! Join the conversation.
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